To all employees of the Imperial Government:

Studies have consistently shown that employees with an interest in culture and music are happier and more productive in the work.

Accordingly, the Department Of Industrial Relations has authorized the Ministry of the Imperial Home Office to impose additional mandatory duties upon all employees on the public payroll.

Each such employee is now required to spend 1 hour per week listening to music.

While the choice of listening material will be the personal preference of the employee on most occasions, at least one hour per month must be used listening to and developing an appreciation of a randomly chosen musical genre, era, period, style, or composer.

A subsystem has been developed within the Imperial Human Resources & Payroll Computer System to facilitate this random choice.

To ensure that the random selection does not inadvertently choose a musical genre, era, period, or style in keeping with the demonstrated personal preferences of the employee, the music to which the employee listens while performing this duty will be reported and documented within the HR system.

This is an official duty to be performed with the same thoroughness and attention to detail that is expected of more typical employee duties.

I am sure that this is a task that will be warmly greeted by all Imperial personnel.
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